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Abstract

Mobile agent (MA)-based wireless sensor networks present a good alternative to the traditional client/server
paradigm. Instead of sending the data gathered by each node to the sink as in client/server, MAs migrate to the
sensor nodes (SNs) to collect data, thus reducing energy consumption and bandwidth usage. For MAs, to migrate
among SNs, an itinerary should be planned before the migration. Many approaches have been proposed to solve the
problem of itinerary planning for MAs, but all of these approaches are based on the assumption that MAs visit all SNs.
This assumption, however, is inefficient because of the increasing size of the MAs after visiting each node. Also, in case
of node(s) failure, as it is often the case in WSNs, the MAs may not be able to migrate among SNs. None of the
proposed approaches takes into consideration the problem of fault tolerance. In this paper, we propose multi-mobile
agent itinerary planning-based energy and fault aware data aggregation in wireless sensor networks (MAEF) to plan
itineraries for MAs. This can be achieved by grouping nodes in clusters and planning itineraries efficiently among
cluster heads (CHs) only. What is more, an alternative itinerary is planned in case of node(s) failure. The simulation
result clearly shows that our novel approach performs better than the existing ones.

Keywords: Wireless sensor networks, Mobile agent, Client-server, Data aggregation, Itinerary planning, Minimum
spanning tree

1 Introduction
The recent technological advances in wireless commu-
nications and microelectromechanical systems (MEMS)
have made it possible to develop a tiny, low-power, and
low-cost sensor node (SN). Wireless sensor networks
(WSNs) [1] consist of a large number of SNs densely
deployed in the monitoring area with sensing, wireless
communication, and computing capabilities. SNs tend to
gather data from the surrounding environment and send
it back to the sink.
In WSNs, the most commonly used computing

paradigm is client-server (CS), where each SN communi-
cates its collected data to the sink via a multi-hop route
[2–6]. But this traditional paradigm suffers from signif-
icant drawbacks, such as lack of scalability when the
network size increases. Additionally, also the amount of
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data that should be processed to the sink become big-
ger and surpasses the capacity that the wireless link could
handle given the low bandwidth of the wireless link used
in WSNs. In the last few years, an efficient paradigm has
emerged and been adopted by researchers as an alterna-
tive to the traditional CS paradigm, it is called mobile
agent paradigm (MA) [7–11]. In this paradigm, instead of
gathering data and sending it to the sink by SNs as is the
case in traditional CS [11, 12], the mobile code migrates to
SNs to collect data.
MA is a special type of software entity that migrates

among SNs to gather data [8, 13] . In comparison with
CS paradigm, MA paradigm has many features [4, 14–16]
that makes it more suitable for WSNs. It is important to
note that the itinerary planning for MA is the most chal-
lenging issue with this paradigm. MAs’ efficiency-based
data aggregation depends on the itinerary planning. An
itinerary is the route that theMA follows during its migra-
tion among SNs [17]. It has been proved that planning
itinerary for MA is an NP-hard problem [18, 19] and one
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of the most challenging issues with this paradigm. There-
fore, to plan itineraries for MAs, it is essential to consider
the following three key elements :

• SNs grouping is a set of SNs that should be visited by
each MA.

• The itinerary planning for MA refers to the order in
which these SNs should be visited by the MA.

• The number of MAs is the number of MAs to be
dispatched to gather data.

The itinerary planning for MA could be static or
dynamic. In static itinerary planning (SIP), the itinerary
of the MA is computed at the sink level, then the MA
migrates among SNs based on the pre-computed itinerary
presented by the sink. The dynamic itinerary planning
(DIP) allows the MA to quickly decide on the fly the next
destination node. The static approaches are more suitable
for monitoring applications in which the collected infor-
mation are gathered and communicated back to the sink.
On the other hand, the dynamic approaches are often used
in tracking applications. In addition, due to the nature of
WSNs that are prone to failure [20], the act of planning
the MAs’ itinerary without taking into consideration the
faulty nodes (FNs) could pose a problem in case of node(s)
failure. It may prevent the MA from continuing its migra-
tion among the SNs. In the present paper, in addition to
the act of planning itineraries for MAs among CHs, we
propose a fault tolerance based on alternative itinerary
planning in case of the failure of the first itinerary.
Taking into consideration the aforementioned issues,

the main contributions of this paper are as follows:

• SN grouping in clusters
• Itinerary planning among CHs
• MAmigration
• Fault tolerance based on alternative itinerary planning
• Evaluation of the proposed approach and comparing

it with the other existing approaches using a Castalia
simulator [9]

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: in
Section 2, we briefly describe the related work. In
Section 3, we introduce the network model. In Section 4,
we present our proposed approach. In Section 5, we
present a fault tolerance based on alternative itinerary
planning. Section 6 is devoted to results and discussion.
We summarize and conclude the main points discussed in
this paper in Section 7.

2 Related work
There has been, in the last few years, a growing interest
in the MA paradigm in WSNs. Consequently, a plethora
of MA-based approaches have been proposed. The Local
Closest First (LCF) and Global Closest First (GCF) are the

first two heuristics algorithms which have been proposed
by Hairong et al. [10] to plan the itinerary for the MA
among SNs in order to perform data collection-related
tasks. In LCF, the MA migrates to the nearest node to the
sink, then it searches for the closest node to its current
location. In GCF, the sink dispatches the MA to the next
node that is nearest to the sink and it migrates again to
the nearest node to the sink instead of its current loca-
tion as in LCF. In LCF algorithm, the last SNs in the MAs’
itinerary are the SNs with longest distance from the sink,
because LCF search for the next destination node among
SNs based on its current location, not by looking at the
global network distance matrix. On the other side, repet-
itive MA oscillations produced by GCF algorithm around
the sink produce a long itinerary and poor performance
[10]. Another approach-based directed diffusion has been
proposed in [21]; the authors propose the mobile agent-
based directed diffusion (MADD). MADD is quite similar
to LCF, but instead of selecting the nearest node to the
sink as the first node as is the case in LCF, MADD selects
the farthest SN from the sink as the first node.
In [22], authors propose a better approach called

itinerary energy minimum for first-source-selection
(IEMF) algorithm, and the itinerary energy minimum
algorithm (IEMA), the iterative version of IEMF. IMEF
indicates the importance of choosing the first SN in the
itinerary, IMEF estimates the energy costs of all alter-
natives of the first node and selects the nodes with the
minimum energy cost. In each iteration, IEMA choose
from the rest of SNs the SN with the optimal energy
cost as the next destination . In [18], authors have pro-
posed a genetic algorithm (GA) to solve the problem of
the itinerary planning. The GA algorithm provides supe-
rior performance than the first proposed LCF and GCF
algorithms in terms of energy cost, but it implies a time-
expensive itinerary calculation, which is not tolerable for
time-critical applications.
Another algorithm has been proposed in [17, 23] named

single dynamic agent migration algorithm for a target
tracking application. In this algorithm, a MAmigrates to a
SN that can get more accurate information about the tar-
get location, thus consuming less energy. The selection of
the next destination node is based on cost function , which
includes three components: information gain, energy con-
sumption, and the remaining energy of nodes. Once the
MA accumulates sufficient information so that the accu-
racy of the estimation meets the desired level, the MAwill
end the migration and migrate back to the sink [17, 23].
This algorithm is time-expensive and may face difficulties
to migrate back to the sink without additional forwarding
information.
In [24], authors propose a software agent-based directed

diffusion, where the order of visiting SNs is determined
at the sink node. This method takes the routing cost and
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the remaining energy of a node for selecting the next
node to be visited by MA. A dynamic algorithm has
been proposed in [25]. In this algorithm, a cost func-
tion is used by MA to decide on the fly the next SN to
visit. Authors compare their proposed algorithm just to
LCF/GCF.
Another routing strategy based on MA has been pro-

posed in [26]. To plan the itinerary for the MA, authors
use a cost function and an improved colony algorithm;
also, a simple scheme that turns off redundant nodes
according to the measurement requirement is designed to
improve the energy efficacy.
Single itinerary planning (SIP) suffers from lack of

scalability. With the growing size of the network, SIP
becomes inefficient and multiple itinerary planning (MIP)
approaches are proposed to solve the the problem.
For MIP for MAs, many approaches have been pro-

posed. Near-optimal itinerary design (NOID) algorithm
[27] adapts a method called the Esau-Williams heuris-
tic originally designed for network design problems for
the constrained minimum spanning tree (CMST) issue to
the specific requirements of WSNs. In NOID, multiple
itinerary planning for MAs is proposed where each MA
visits a group of SNs. NOID suffers from low working
speed and high computational complexity.
In [28], Chin et al. have proposed directional source

grouping (DSG) algorithm to find near optimal itineraries
for multiple MAs. This algorithm uses a disk around the
sink by adjusting its radius and iteratively partitions a
directional sector zone where the SNs are included in an
itinerary. The radius of the circle is set to the maximum
transmission range of a single SN. Every SN that lies in the
circle is used as the first node of an itinerary. The angle
size of the directional sector zone controls the size and the
set of SNs that will be included in the itinerary. Another
algorithm has been proposed in [29] to plan itineraries for
MAs. Then the itinerary for each of the mobile agents can
be planned by any SSIP algorithms.
Another data gathering system in WSNs has been pro-

posed in [30] with mobile agents and mobile sink for
agriculture application, to plan the itinerary, a dynamic
itinerary planning approach DPMA is used. Energy-
efficient itinerary planning for multiple mobile agent
EMIP algorithm has been proposed in [31] that iteratively
partitions a directional sector zone where source nodes
are included in the itinerary; the length of th itinerary
is controlled by the angle of the directional sector zone.
Aloui et al. [32] propose a MIP solution that is based
on two factors which have a direct impact on energy
consumption, geographical distance, and data size. The
number of required mobile agents and the SN grouping
is based on these two factors. In [33], authors propose a
mobile agent routing protocol called zone-based mobile
agent in which a bottom-up mobile agent migration is

used and the migration of the MAs start from the cen-
ter of event regions toward the sink. In [34], authors have
proposed a mechanism for scheduling mobile sensors in
time-sensitiveWSN applications. To schedulemobile sen-
sors, authors have applied techniques derived from ant
colony optimization and genetic algorithm. The network
of static sensors are derived into small regions where a
mobile sensor assigned to each region.
The MA paradigm has been proven to be efficient in

terms of energy consumption and execution time, but
the most challenging issue with this paradigm is the
itinerary planning for MA.Many solutions have been pro-
posed to solve this problem as we have surveyed in this
section, but the most proposed multi-agent itinerary algo-
rithms are either time-consuming or too complicated in
practice, also these approaches are based on the assump-
tion that MAs visit all SNs and no nodes’ failure takes
place in the network. Herein, we propose multi-mobile
agent itinerary planning-based energy and fault aware
data aggregation in wireless sensor networks (MAEF) to
plan itineraries for MAs among CHs, and then plan alter-
native itineraries in case of the failure of the first one.
In our proposed approach, we use a clustering method
to group SNs in clusters and select a CH for each clus-
ter for data aggregation, then plan itineraries only among
CHs using a minimum spanning tree. In the existing pro-
posed algorithms, the MA visits all SNs in the network,
but in our proposed approach, the MAs visit only the
CHs for data gathering. Furthermore, in case of node(s)
failure, the previous proposed algorithms did not take
into consideration fault tolerance problem. Therefore,
a fault tolerance based on fault tolerance is proposed
here.

3 Networkmodel
As a network model adopted for this work, we use a sen-
sor network composed of N SNs distributed randomly
in 500×500 square area. The SNs and the sink have the
same maximum transmission range, but in terms of bat-
tery power and computational capabilities, the sink is
more powerful than the other SNs. We use the network
model as shown in Fig. 1. The sink is located at the center
of monitoring area. We suppose that the sink has all the
required information about SNs, such as location coordi-
nates, either by using localization algorithms [35–38] or
GPS device; also, all SNs have the same amount of energy.

4 The proposed approach
In this section, we present our multi-mobile agent
itinerary planning-based energy and fault aware data
aggregation in wireless sensor networks MAEF that
consists of three phases: (1) CH selection and cluster
construction, (2) CH-based itinerary planning, (3) MA
migration and data collection.
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Fig. 1 Network topology. The network topology of N SNs and the sink
is located at the center of the monitoring area

4.1 CHs selection and cluster construction
In this phase, the basic idea is to distribute the density
impact factor of each node to other SNs in the network.
Let i denote the number of SNs. Each SN will receive i− 1
impact factors from other SNs and one from itself. After
calculating the accumulated impact factor, the SN with
the highest accumulated impact factor will be selected as
CH.We use the following equation to calculate the density
impact factor [29]:

Ijk = e
−

(
Hj
k−2

)2

2σ2 (1)

where σ is a parameter used to determine how strong
SN impacts each other. Hj

k is the hop count estimation
between node j and node k and is calculated by the
following equation:

Hj
k = d(k − 1, k)

Rmax
(2)

Rmax is the maximum transmission range of each SN.
In Algorithm 1, we calculate the impact factor Ii of each

SN in the network using the Eq. 1, then calculate the
impact factor of each SN in relation to all nodes in the net-
works using the same equation. After that, we select the
SNwith the highest accumulated impact factor Iaccumulated
as CH, then we include all SNs with a distance less then
its maximum transmission range ((dCH , i) < Rmax) in
the cluster and take off these nodes from the remaining
SNs Vn, then add the selected CHs to the group of CHs
for itinerary planning in the second phase. The output of
this algorithm is a group of CHs VCH that will be used in
Algorithm 2 to plan itineraries and the SNs in each cluster
Vgroup.

Algorithm 1 CHs selection and clusters construction
1: Input
2: Vn
3: for Each source node i in Vn do
4: Ii ← 0
5: end for
6: for Each source node i in Vn do
7: for Each source node j in Vn do
8: Calculate Iij � use (1)
9: Ii ← Ii + Iij

10: end for
11: end for
12: for Each source node k in Vn do
13: if Iaccumulated = min Ii|k ∈ Vn then
14: Select node k as CH
15: for Each node k in Vn do
16: Calculate (dCH , i) ;
17: if (dCH , i) < Rmax then
18: Vleft ← Vn − i
19: Vgroup ← Vgroup + i
20: VCH ← VCH + k
21: break;
22: end if
23: end for
24: end if
25: end for
26: Output
27: Vgroup
28: VCH

After calculating the impact factor of all SNs and select
the SN with the highest value of the accumulated impact
factor as CH, we construct the first cluster by including all
SNs that lie in the range Rmax of CH in the cluster (Fig. 2a),
thus creating the first cluster, then we repeat the same pro-
cess with the rest of SNs, until there is no node left out of
a cluster (Fig. 2b–d). Figure 2 shows SN grouping and CH
selection phase.
At first as in Fig. 2a, we use Algorithm 1 to select the

first cluster head and include all SNs in its range in the
cluster, source nodes included in the cluster would not be
included in any other following clusters. Secondly, as in
Fig. 2b, we use the same algorithm with the lifted SNs to
select the second CH and construct the second cluster.
Finally, we repeat the same process in Fig. 2b–d till there
is no SN left out of a cluster.

4.2 CH-based itinerary planning
In this phase as shown in Fig. 3, after constructing clusters
based on node density and selecting CHs as illustrated in
Fig. 2, we choose the nodes in the range of the sink as the
first nodes in each branch stemming from the sink. Each
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a) b)

c) d)

Fig. 2 Phase 1. Cluster head selection and cluster construction phase

branch present an itinerary, thus the number of itinerary
will be the same as the number of the branches stem-
ming from the sink. To generate the itinerary, we use
Algorithm 2. We plan itineraries for mobile agents among
CHs by using a minimum spanning tree (MST).

As we mentioned before, the sink has the coordinates of
each node in the network, this way the sink can calculate
the weights between CHs. To calculate weights between
CHs, we use the following formula in which we use a
balancing factor [39]:

a b

c d
Fig. 3 Phase 2. CH-based itinerary planning phase. a The first itinerary planning. b The second itinerary planning. c The third itinerary planning.
d The last itinerary planning
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w = α ∗ HCHj
CHi + (1 − α) ∗

(
Hi
s + Hj

s
)

(3)

where 0 < α ≤ 1.
To generate a balanced MST branch, we adjust α to a

suitable value. Hi
s is the hop count estimation between

node i and the sink s and is calculated by the Eq. (2). HCHj
CHi

is the hop count estimation between CHi and the CHj.
In Algorithm 2, we start from the sink, then search for

the firstCH to visit by using weight function in Eq. (3) that
gives the minimum cost to destination; after that, we add
the CH with the minimum cost to the itinerary. We select
the next CH by using the same process till the last CH in
the itinerary. Thus, we construct the first itinerary TCH .
We use the same algorithm to construct other itineraries
as Fig. 3 shows.

Algorithm 2 CH-based itinerary planning
1: Input
2: TCH ← Sink
3: V ← VCH
4: while ∃(u ∈ TCH , v ∈ V ) do
5: find min w(u, v)
6: TCH ← TCH + v
7: V ← V − v
8: end while
9: Output

10: TCH

Figure 3 shows CH-based itinerary planning phase in
details. As Fig. 3a shows, we select a set of CHs that will
be included in the itinerary with minimum cost, then we
plan itinerary among those CHs. We repeat the same pro-
cess to construct the second itinerary as Fig. 3b shows. In
Fig. 3c, d, the same process is repeated to construct the
other itineraries.
In the next phase, multiple mobile agents will be dis-

patched by the sink in parallel to collect data from CHs.

4.3 MAs migration and data collection
After organizing the network in clusters and planning the
itineraries among CHs, the sink dispatches MAs to gather
data from the CHs as Fig. 4a shows. At first, when MAs
visit the CHs for the first time, it notifies the nodes within
the range of the CHs to send the collected data to the
selected CHs (Fig. 4a), then when the MAs arrive to the
last CH in the itinerary as Fig. 4b shows, it starts collect-
ing the data from the CHs in its way back to the sink. This
way, MAs consume less energy and spend less time for
data collection tasks.
In Algorithm 3, after planning itineraries in the previous

phases, we dispatch a MA to each of itinerary in MCH for
data collection

Algorithm 3MAmigration
1: MCH ← TCH
2: for Each Itinerary k in MCH do
3: Dispatch MA
4: end for

5 Fault tolerance based on alternative itinerary
planning

Since the selected CHs are SNs that are prone to failure
and malfunction, the fault tolerance property is indis-
pensable in WSNs, especially in non-hostile and harsh
environment [20]. In order to bypass node(s) failure that
is always the case inWSNs, a re-clustering strategy is pro-
posed. To achieve fault tolerance through re-clustering,
we select alternative CHs and plan the itinerary among
them using MST. This way, an alternative itineraries for
MAs is planned in case the first ones fail .
In our proposed approach, we construct clusters based

on SN density by using the impact factor, and select the
nodes with the highest impact factor as CH, then plan the
itinerary among CHs using a minimum spanning tree. But
in case of malfunctioning CH, the MAs may not continue
its migration. Therefore, we propose a fault tolerance
based on alternative itinerary in case of losing the dis-
patched MAs due to node(s) failure. We consider the case
of partial failure, where the node is able to communicate,
but it cannot sense or collect any data.
We use the same impact factor as used to select pri-

mary CHp, but instead of choosing the nodes with the
highest impact factor, we choose the nodes with the sec-
ond highest impact factor as secondary CHs, then plan
the itinerary among them by using MST; this way, we plan
the alternative itinerary for MA. Figure 5 clearly illus-
trates the proposed fault tolerance based on alternative
itinerary.
In Algorithm 4, after the selection of secondary clus-

ter heads VS, we use MST to plan the itineraries among
those CHs by choosing the itineraries with minimum
weights. The input of this algorithm is TS that includes
only the sink and group of secondary CHs VS. The

Algorithm 4 Fault tolerance based on alternative itinerary
planning
1: Input
2: TS ← Sink
3: V ← VS
4: while ∃(u ∈ TS, v ∈ V ) do
5: find min w(u, v)
6: TS ← TS + v
7: V ← V − v
8: end while
9: Onput

10: TS
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a b
Fig. 4MAmigration and data collection. aMobile agent dispatching. bMobile agent migration and data collection from CHs

output of th algorithm is the itinerary planned among
secondary CHs TS.

6 Results and discussion
We implemented our proposed approach and compared
it with the other existing ones using a Castalia simulator
[9]. Castalia is a simulator for WSNs, body area network
BANs, and generally, networks of low-power embedded
devices. It is based on the OMNeT++ platform and

used by researchers and developers to test protocols in
realistic wireless channel and radio models, with a real-
istic node behavior especially relating to the access of
the radio. Castalia can also be used to evaluate differ-
ent platform characteristics for specific applications, since
it is highly parametric, and can simulate a wide range
of platforms.
SNs were randomly deployed in square monitoring area

of 500×500 m, and varied from 200 to 800 nodes and

Fig. 5 Fault tolerance based on alternative itinerary planning
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the sink is located at the center of monitoring area; also,
SNs had the same transmission range and battery power,
except for the sink, that hasmore computation capabilities
and battery power.
The rest of the simulation parameters are shown in

Table 1.
We use four metrics to evaluate our novel proposed

approach:

• Overall energy consumption is the energy consumed
by all SN and MA execution.

• Execution time is the required time for MAs to visit
all CHs and returning back to the sink.

• Total traveled distance is the total traveled distance
by all MAs.

• Dispatched MAs is the number of dispatched MAs to
gather data from CHs.

Figure 6 illustrates the comparison of overall energy
consumption per round of GCF, IEMF, MADD, DSG,
NOID, our proposed approach MAEF, and its alternative
A-MAEF with the increasing size of network from 200 to
800 SN. As shown in Fig. 6, the overall energy consump-
tion per round increases as the number of SNs increase.
As the figure shows, our proposed protocol consumes less
energy than all the other protocols with the increasing
size of the network. This is due to the strategy of visiting
only CH nodes to gather data already sent by SNs and by
using MST to plan itineraries among CHs that are close to
each other. IEMF and MADD protocols consume almost
the same amount of the energy, with better performance
of IEMF. DSG and NOID consume less energy than GCF,
IEMF, and MADD; this is due to the multiple MA usage,
but with better performance of DSG. For our proposed
protocol, MAEF and its alternative A-MAEF consume
almost the same amount of energy, which is the lowest
amount of energy consumption than all other protocols in
all scenarios.
Figure 7 shows the execution time of MAs to visit all

CHs including the time to return back to sink. It compares

Table 1 Simulation parameter

Parameter Value

Number of nodes [200, 800]

Network transfer rate 250 kbps

Monitoring field size 500×500

Node energy 1872 0J

Energy consumed by MA execution 5 nJ

MA processing delay 50 ms

MA instantiation delay 10 ms

Collected data size at each node 200 bytes

MA code size 1024 bytes

Fig. 6 Overall energy consumption. Energy consumption of our
approach and other approaches

our proposed approach MAEF and A-MAEF to the other
existing protocols (GCF, MADD, IEMF, DSG, NOID). As
it can be observed, the execution time of all protocols
increases as the number of SNs increases. GCF has the
highest execution time than all other protocols, because
of its poor strategy to migrate among SNs nearest to the
sink. IEMF and MADD have almost the same execution
time with less execution time of IEMF. For DSG, it has less
time than all other single MA protocols (GCF, MADD,
IEMF), because of multiple MA usage. The DSG perform
better than all other protocols with a network of 200 to
400 nodes, but our proposed protocols MAEF/A-MAEF
start to preform better than DGS with the increasing size
of the network. Also the alternative A-MAFE has almost
the same performance, since it spends less time for visiting
CHs only and by using optimal itineraries.
Figure 8 compares the total itinerary length of our pro-

posed protocols MAEF/A-MAEF with the other existing

Fig. 7 Execution time. Execution time of our approach and other
approaches
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Fig. 8 Itinerary length. Itinerary length of our approach and other
approaches

protocols IEMF, MADD, GCF, DSG, and NOID. Our pro-
posed protocols have the shortest itinerary length than all
the other protocols. This is due to the strategy of plan-
ning itineraries just among CHs and not all the SNs and
by using MST to plan itineraries for MAs. GCF has the
longest itinerary length because of its poor strategy of
choosing nearest SN as the next destination and plan-
ning itinerary among all SNs. For DSG and NOID, the
length of the itinerary is longer than MADD and IEMF.
On the other side,MADD and IEMF have almost the same
itinerary length.
Finally, Fig. 9 shows the number of dispatched MAs

for multiple itinerary planning protocols; as it can be
observed, NOID dispatch the highest number of MAs
(more than 100 MAs) followed by DSG protocol (20
MAs). On the other side, our protocols (MAEF and A-
MAEF)manage to dispatch theminimum number ofMAs
with better performance.

Fig. 9 Dispatched MAs. Number of dispatched MAs of our approach
and other approaches

As it can be observed from the result, our approach
perform better then all the other proposed protocols. It
consumes less energy and it needs less execution time,
also it has the shortest itinerary length. Also, our fault
tolerance strategy to use an alternative path in case of
failure of the first one makes sure that an alternative
path is planned and ready to use in case of the failure of
the first one.

7 Conclusions
In this paper, we have presented multi-mobile agent
itinerary planning-based energy and fault aware data
aggregation in wireless sensor networks MAEF. Instead of
visiting all SNs, we select just some CHs based on node
density, then we dispatch theMAs to collect data from the
selected CHs. By using our novel proposed approach, the
network lifetime and energy consumption improved sig-
nificantly. Additionally, the execution time takes less than
previous proposed approaches. The itinerary length of our
proposed approach is the shortest among all previous pro-
posed ones; this is due to the strategy of visiting only CHs
and not all SNs. In case of the failure of the first itinerary
due to node failure which is often the case inWSNs, alter-
native paths are calculated and ready to use by the MAs.
Our findings have showed that our proposed approach
perform better than the other previously proposed
approaches.

Nomenclature
Rmax Maximum transmission range of SN
n Total number of SNs
Vn The set of all SNs
T The set of CHs in normal itinerary
VCH The set of CHs
Vleft The set of remaining SNs
Vgroup The set of SNs in the same cluster
VCH The set of CHs
TCH The normal itinerary of MA among CHs
VS The set of alternative CHs
TS The alternative itinerary of MA among CHs
MCH The set of planned itineraries
Er The remaining energy of SN
Ii The impact factor of SN i
Iij The impact factor between SNs i and j
Iaccumulated The accumulated impact factor of SN
(dCH , i) The distance between CH and SN i

Abbreviations
CH: Cluster head; CS: Client/server; MA: Mobile agent; MST: Minimum
spanning tree; SN: Sensor node
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